BRAKE DISCS

ABOUT BRAND

Automotive spare parts under the ZENTPARTS brand are made for professional
maintenance and repair of passenger cars, light commercial vehicles and trucks. ZENTPARTS
automotive spare parts are produced by ATHS GmbH which is a German company. The
company has acquired a tremendous experience after years of working with the aftermarket
and interacting with spare parts manufacturers all over the world.
Understanding market demand in parts with ensured reliability for professional vehicle
maintenance, the company implemented and launched the global quality assessment system.
This system allows maintaining control over the commencement of production of parts for the
aftermarket and guarantees professional users every part's operational life.
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All ZENPARTS manufacturing facilities are a part of the global quality assessment system
for mass manufacturers (IATF 16949) and have a corresponding certiﬁcate issued by a
European certiﬁcation entity.
The brand's products are supplied mostly to workshops which carry out service and
maintenance operations for vehicles of foreign makes. Starting from 2021, the products are
also distributed across the retail network.
ARMTEK is the general distributor for ZENTPARTS in Europe and the EEU customs union.
This company has the best possibilities for supplying spare parts to clients in the market.
ARMTEK's oﬃces are located in the EU, Russia, Belarus and Kazakhstan, the company
possesses a wide trade and logistics network consisting of more than 160 outlets, 150 000 m2
of automated warehouse area and its own ﬂeet with more than 900 vehicles. ARMTEK provides
daily high quality service to more than 65 000 clients (shops, workshops, ﬂeets).

RANGE

ZENTPARTS brake discs are the optimal solution for modern vehicles, combining the
highest wear resistance, safety and stable performance in all temperature ranges.
Comparative tests have shown that ZENTPARTS brake discs outperform not only the most
popular mid-priced counterparts, but also brake pads of premium brands.
A unique friction compound allows ZENTPARTS pads to increase the coeﬃcient of friction
when operating in the high temperature range, ensuring safety in all conditions. The product
range currently consists of more than 1600 references.
Eﬃcient performance is guaranteed if:
there is enough space between the brake pads and the disc;
the distance between disc and pad is 0.2 mm;
the parts move smoothly in the dust shield;
the pistons move smoothly;
the brake pads move smoothly;
the guide bolts are new and clean;
the brake pedal is lowered.

RANGE

The manufacture area of ZENTPARTS brake discs is geographically located in the South of
Brazil and in China, the total area of the facilities is 400,000 m2, including three workshops with
9 foundries which allow the daily production of up to 40,000 pieces of premium quality. The
company employs 1,400 people in total.
The brake discs are machined on modern CNC equipment with 3D measurement systems
and special equipment for measuring discs and drums.
There is an in-house foundry laboratory with equipment for full metallurgical testing, as well
as metallographic analysis and chemical analysis using optical spectrometry and thermal
analysis.
The manufacture site has its own laboratory equipped with the following facilities:
Spectrometer which can be used for analysing up to 20 chemical compositions
Automatic and rapid C&S analyser for manufacture monitoring
Hardness tester and tensile strength tester

RANGE

ZENTPARTS brake discs are manufactured on an automated production line speciﬁcally
designed for the manufacture of premium brake discs. We apply stringent quality standards to
produce an output that fully matches the original product.
All ZENTPARTS brake discs are made of high carbon alloy, which provides better braking
performance and longer brake life. The GG20 high quality cast iron (made in Germany)
improves disc life and also eliminates the possibility of uneven and premature brake pad wear.
Concentric groove machining ensures a better and quicker pad alignment, and therefore
prevents noise or vibration.
The following technical characteristics are applicable to ZENTPARTS brake discs:
hardness of the working surface: 190-248 HB;
Runout of the working surface does not exceed 0,05 mm (for passenger car discs) and 0,08
mm (for commercial vehicles);
Tensile strength is a minimum of 200 MPa (for passenger car discs) and 220 MPa (for
commercial vehicles)
Roughness of the working surface does not exceed 2.5 Ra

ADVANTAGES

The enterprise which manufactures ZENTPARTS brake pads is approved by international
certiﬁcation bodies for compliance with requirements for quality management system and has
the following certiﬁcates of conformity:
ISO 9001 (International standard that establishes requirements for enterprise quality
management system (QMS)).
IATF 16949 (International industry standard and technical speciﬁcation. The standard
describes the requirements for quality management systems for enterprises involved in the
design, development, production, installation and maintenance of automotive products).
ISO 14001 (International Standard for Environmental Management System Requirements)
ZENTPARTS brake discs oﬀer exclusive and innovative features that guarantee safety at all
times and on any motorway.
We oﬀer ZENTPARTS brake discs for passenger cars and commercial vehicles, and we are
conﬁdent in the quality of ZENTPARTS products. Thus, we also provide full warranty support in
accordance with warranty policies of our distributors.

Please contact ZENTPARTS distributors in your area regarding availability
and purchase of ZENTPARTS shock absorbers for commercial vehicles.

